
Courthouse Colour Play Workshop supply list 

Any questions? Please email krista.hennebury@shaw.ca 

Please consider working with solid-coloured fabric to lend your piece a graphic, bold and modern look. 
Due to the angled/wonky strips in this quilt, patterned or batik fabric can look slightly chaotic and 
messy. If you must use prints, please choose tone-on-tones, ombre or small prints that read as solids. 

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS 

15-20 F8’s or 8” WOF cut, solid coloured fabric (for a wall-hanging sized quilt) 

OR 

15-20 FQ’s or 12” WOF cut, solid coloured fabric (for a larger, lap-sized quilt) 

Bring one zinger colour that could act as the center square of each courthouse block because it contrasts 
with all of your other colours (i.e. black, white, navy, hot pink, lime green, dark charcoal….just 
suggestions). 

1/2 m white fabric – Optional (for accents or mini-borders) 

1/2 m black fabric – Optional (for accents or mini-borders) 

Twin sized piece of batting to use as a design wall in class 

Choose a colour story based on a favourite painting, photograph or inspiring quilt. Be brave. If 18 
colours is too daunting, then select fewer colours, but bring both light and medium, or medium and dark 
values of the same colour for several of your choices.  

For inspiration, check out fine art books, visit a local gallery, peruse quilting books by your favourite 
designers. There are great web resources and apps for colour selection as well* where you can load an 
inspiring photograph and the site will break down all of the colours in it for you, giving you a colour-
coded visual list to work with at fabric store. Alternatively, seek out a favourite multi-coloured print in 
your stash and use the selvage colour dots to identify all of the colours in the print (which itself could 
become the backing of your quilt!). 

Also required for class: 

 Sewing machine in good working order 
 Rotary cutting supplies: mat, rotary cutter with new blade, 1” x 6” ruler, 6 x 24” ruler, 6” x 12” 

ruler, 6” square ruler (if you have these…otherwise bring one small and one long ruler!) 
 Neutral piecing thread 

 

*www.design-seeds.com 

 https://www.canva.com/ 

http://colormind.io/image/ 

or google “color extraction from images” for other suggestions. 


